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To ensure that your stay here is enjoyable there are some  
rules and safety precautions that must be followed. 
 
TRACK REGULATIONS 
 

While riding the go-karts the following rules must be obeyed by each person: 
1. Ride at your own risk; we reserve the right to refuse admission to anyone. 
2. You must be 54 inches ( 1.4meters ) tall to drive our karts. 
3. Helmets must be worn at all times and must be properly fastened. 
4. Keep both hands on the wheel at all times. Arms, legs & feet are to remain in the kart. 
5. Hair longer than shoulder length must be tied up with clips or rubber bands. 
6. All loose clothing must be secured. No open-toed footwear is allowed. 
7. No smoking in karts and in pit area.  
8. Do not exit from karts in pit area until instructed. 
9. Drinking and driving is not allowed. 
 
There is to be absolutely: 
10. NO BUMPING, NO SPINNING OUT, and NO CUTTING OFF. 
11. While on track : Stay in kart at all times. 

If for any reason your kart should shut down while out on the course you must 
REMAIN IN THE KART and raise your hand !!!! 

 
If these rules are disobeyed the rider will lose go-kart privileges and will be 
excluded from the karts. 
 
TRACK RULES AND FLAGS 
 

Rental procedure 
1. Get a ticket at the Counter 
2. Go to the Pit Hall. There you get your helmet and are assigned to a kart. 
3. After your motor is started by the pit hall assistant wait until the stop and-go light 

shows green  
4. Race your laps. 
5. The end of the rental time is indicated by the red flashing light on your steering wheel. 

You have to leave the track now and enter the pit hall.  
 
During the race, follow the instructions given through flags : 
 
Yellow Flag : This is a signal of danger. It usually means that a kart ahead may have spun. 

Slow down, watch out and do NOT overtake 
Red Flag :  Stop as quickly as possible and in a safe manner, stay in the kart and wait for 

instructions 
Black Flag :  Go to Pit, Faulty equipment. Leave track with caution 
Blue Flag : When this flag is shown it means a faster kart is close behind. Keep driving but 

keep your racing line and be ready to let him/her go by 
 


